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When designing for children, I take an interest in ways they interact with furniture and how it can be used in conjunction with playtime. By designing with abstract and curvilinear shapes, children are encouraged to use their imagination to integrate the form into their playtime. The furniture is also educational by giving children insight into its notools-needed assembly. I believe it is important to take opportunities to educate children in ways they naturally understand through playtime, and I stress that philosophy with this design.
I have twenty years' experience using gymnastics equipment including four years instructing gymnastics to children between the ages of eighteen months to eighteen years old. This also included supervising open gyms and birthday parties where children not accustomed to gymnastics would play on and with mats and equipment ( Figure A2 ).
Allowing children to play in this atmosphere fosters self-discovery in an incomparable way. Safe equipment allows children freedom to play with limited concern from parents. This trust in safety boosts children's self-confidence, reassuring them to try tricks they may not have the confidence to attempt anywhere else. Several areas of exploration eliminate the possibility of boredom. There are also opportunities for most personality types to play happily such as areas to hide by building a fort or areas to be noticed such as using the giant rope swing, trampoline or stacking mats to create a "kinglike" hierarchy.
During my years involved in gymnastic activity, the number of injuries was surprisingly low because of the amount of proper safety equipment and mats. A properly matted gym gives kids the ultimate freedom to play while keeping parents confident that their kids are safe.
Combining my gymnastics experience with creating children's furniture, I have designed a customizable play area that brings the fun and safety of the gym into the home while giving children an understanding of relational geometry and problem solving skills.
In order to understand the nature of my design, I need to compare it to industry leaders and current trends. There are a few designs in the market today that incorporate gymnastics mats into playtime. Usually these designs are found in gymnastics and daycare centers, and are publicly available to purchase online. Resilite is a leader in gym matting and has designed play areas for children ( Figure A3 ). The play areas I create are similar to Resilite's gym mats in that they are produced using the same foam interior and vinyl fabric exterior. Resilite also produces foldable mats that hinge along industrially sewn edges of the vinyl fabric material ( Figure A4 ).
CHAPTER II DESIGN
TumbleTime is an interactive play area designed to be easily converted into hundreds of configurations. Similar to gym mats, TumbleTime is soft and safe for the user to jump on, flip over, and do anything he or she can imagine.
The design is geometrically related to the overall solid rectangular box, measuring 20" by 40" and 20" height ( Figure A5 ). Two square cubes make up the box and eight triangular solids make up the two cubes. Four exterior triangles are solid to be used as tall seats. Four interior triangles are hollow to serve as storage areas for small items. Hinging along each connecting edge, the triangles can be rotated or flipped to configure TumbleTime in many ways ( Figure A6 ). Some possible configurations are spaces for reading, coloring, fort building and imaginative playtime.
The purpose of geometric design is both to educate children while giving them freedom to create a unique space. By arranging TumbleTime into different configurations, children develop an understanding of dimension and how each section relates to one another. There are so many possibilities that every time a child uses it, he or she will certainly discover something new.
TumbleTime is designed to be used for several purposes depending on configuration. Four triangular seats can be sat upon for reading time or lounging. Seats can also be used as a desk for coloring while the child sits on the floor. During play, a child can jump on or hide behind them. Four hollow interior triangles can be used as bookshelves, hiding areas or storage. There are endless possibilities for imagination because of the simple geometric design.
When playtime is over, TumbleTime easily reconfigures to its original 20" x 40"
x 20" box. Colors on each side match together to join correctly without the need for a confusing manual. This geometric problem solving and color matching process is fun and educational for kids while making cleanup easy for parents. The design was developed using Computer Aided Design (CAD) technology,
AutoDesk 3ds Max, and tested using a three-dimensional model made of paper and drafting tape. The model is scaled to fifteen percent the original size; however this paper model was created in a previous version of the design when the height was fourteen inches ( Figure A8 ). The height changed from fourteen to twenty inches because twenty inches relates to the geometry of each triangular section, creating several geometric relations depending on the configuration. For example, when collapsed to original form, the shape creates two perfect cubes. Twenty inches is also beneficial for children because of the height it creates, allowing the possibility to build a tower or a fort.
CHAPTER III PRODUCTION
TumbleTime's interior material is planned to be produced using a 75 Indentation Load Deflection (ILD) polyurethane foam for seat sections and firmer polyethylene foam for storage sections. Polyurethane foam seating is firm enough to retract its original shape while soft enough for overall comfort. Storage triangles need to be more rigid if sat upon, so firmer polyethylene foam serves that purpose. Exterior material will be an eighteen ounce vinyl fabric covering consisting of three colors. This vinyl is stain resistant and easily cleaned with mild detergent and water. Like standard folding gymnastic mats, the flexible vinyl fabric will be industrially sewn at the edges allowing each triangular section to hinge easily from zero to 360 degrees. All materials are standard for gymnastics mats and would be manufactured through a company familiar with the production process.
Because this is a material designed for gymnastics training, TumbleTime can withstand rough play with low risk of damage for long-term use. It is ideal for not only the home but also educational and daycare institutions. However, keeping TumbleTime indoors is important. Direct sun makes vinyl hot to the touch and shortens the life of the mat. Wood and concrete floors may also wear vinyl over time, so carpet is the preferred floor choice. Carpet also greatly reduces risk of injury during playtime and is one of the safest flooring materials for any child's playroom.
CHAPTER IV PACKAGING
Packaging for TumbleTime is unique for its ability to be carried in two ways:
lifting like a standard box using side handles or carrying like a backpack ( Figure A9 ).
Packaging will be produced using vinyl because of its durability, light weight and reusability. Vinyl fabric is also concurrent with TumbleTime's design and has ability to print graphics ( Figure A10 ). Unlike a standard box which commonly gets damaged or discarded shortly after purchase, vinyl can be folded for storage and reused.
The first option to carry TumbleTime is for an adult to lift it in similar fashion to a standard box. Because TumbleTime will fit snugly in the 20" x 40" x 20" package, there is no space for the buyer to fit his or her fingers comfortably inside holes to lift.
Having holes also exposes TumbleTime to damage during transport. Remedying this, external handles are industrially sewn to two sides of the package.
The second option to carry TumbleTime is similar to a common backpack. Two 
